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Abstract—For code-division multiple-access (CDMA) cellular
communications synchronous operation offers significant advan-
tages over asynchronous operation. This feature has been already
included in second-generation systems, such as theCdmaOne
based on the IS-95 standard. Nonetheless, synchronous operation
does not seem to be assessed as a basic system option for third-gen-
eration systems. This is mainly due to the contrasted choice of
having global positioning system (GPS) receivers located at any of
the base transceiver stations (BTSs) to perform station synchro-
nization. However, the existingCdmaOneinterface permits time
transfer between the various BTSs and a simple time difference
measurement technique can provide an internal, network-based
means for time synchronization of base stations clocks. This
paper considers a recently proposed approach based on the pilot
strength measurements message delivered by every mobile station
(MS), combined with round trip delay measurements that BTSs
perform on the MS transmissions. In this paper, we consider
some possible algorithms to reduce time misalignments, and
continuously phase-lock the clocks at different BTSs. Having
developed an appropriate analytical/simulation approach, in
the environment of a CDMA network, the paper evaluates and
compares the performance of two suitable centralized architecture
configurations, i.e., master–slave synchronization (MSS) and
mutual synchronization (MUS). Both network architectures turn
out to be applicable and provide suitable timing performance.
Finally, the paper provides a preliminary discussion on some
related issues, such as GPS avoidance, synchronization of BTSs
inside buildings, tunnels, and subways and hybrid MSS/MUS
synchronization network architectures.

Index Terms—Centralized control, code division multiaccess,
land mobile radio cellular systems, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR code-division multiple-access (CDMA) cellular
communications [1] synchronous operation offers sig-

nificant advantages over asynchronous operation. Therefore,
CDMA second-generation cellular systems such as the
CdmaOne system [2], based on IS-95 specifications [3],
require base transceiver stations (BTSs) to be synchronized
to a few microseconds. The same feature has been included
in the Cdma2000 proposal for third-generation (3G) systems.
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Nonetheless, synchronous operation does not seem to be
assessed yet as a basic system option for 3G systems.

Presently, global positioning system (GPS) receivers located
at the BTSs are commonly used to perform BTSs synchroniza-
tion. However, postal telephone and telegraph (PTT) adminis-
trations and/or mobile network operators may be reluctant to
have a system based on GPS and/or on any other navigation
systems out of their control. Two main concerns are generally
put forward: GPS is under U.S. government control, and pos-
sible service limitations and installation difficulties may arise
inside buildings, tunnels, subways, etc. For these reasons some
proposed 3G CDMA systems have been designed to be asyn-
chronous, and do not impose tight timing requirements to BTSs.
However, such a drastic measure should be better avoided, not
to lose the several benefits of synchronous CDMA such as:
faster initial mobile acquisition, faster completion of handoffs,
reduced mobile wake time when in idle-mode, increased relia-
bility of common channels, and more options for accurate loca-
tion-based services.

Therefore, alternative strategies for BTSs synchronization
should be studied and, possibly, implemented. To avoid, or
at least reduce, dependence on GPS, it was observed that
the existingCdmaOneinterface (IS-95) permits time transfer
between the various BTSs [4]. The measurement technique
proposed in [4] adds an internal, network-based means for
time synchronization of base stations clocks. Not only can this
method alleviate the reliability requirement of the individual
GPS receivers but, in principle, it can also eliminate the need
for GPS timing at any BTSs.

According to this new approach, the information contained in
mobile generated messages, such as the pilot strength measure-
ments message (PSMM), are combined with round trip delay
(RTD) measurements that BTSs perform on mobile transmis-
sions, in order to estimate time differences between any pair
of BTSs. Centralized or decentralized algorithms can be used
to reduce time misalignments, and continuously phase-lock the
clocks at different BTSs. Having developed an appropriate an-
alytical/simulation approach, in this paper we evaluate the per-
formance of two centralized CDMA network synchronization
architectures operating on the basis of the time differences com-
puted through the technique introduced in [4].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first
review and discuss the technique in [4] and then we summa-
rize some applicable network synchronization concepts. In
Section III, we identify suitable models for the BTSs clocks and
we sketch a general clock timing correction procedure. Starting
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Fig. 1. Timing transfer time-line.

from these models we describe and evaluate one synchroniza-
tion algorithm operating with uniformly spaced time-offset
samples extracted from the measurements provided by the
technique in [4]. Then, Section IV evaluates the performance
of the proposed synchronization procedures. In Section V, we
provide a preliminary discussion on some related system level
problems. Finally, in Section VI, we draw our conclusions.

II. TIME OFFSETMEASUREMENTS

In this section, we present a time transfer technique suitable
for synchronization of BTSs and then we introduce the synchro-
nization system architecture alternatives discussed in this paper.

A. Time Transfer Technique

One CDMA key feature, present both in existing and in pro-
posed systems, is soft-handoff (as known as soft-handover) [5].
During soft-handoff, a mobile station (MS) is simultaneously
connected with multiple BTSs (normally two). The call pro-
cessing procedure during soft-handoff for IS-95 is detailed in
[3].

To initiate soft-handoff, a MS sends information on relative
pilots strengths and relative arrival times in the PSMM. Infor-
mation on pilots in the active set is transmitted in the PSMM (see
[3]). Based on this information, soft-handoff is enabled to those
links that will provide suitable diversity gain. The MS uses the
first arriving pilot for demodulation as a time reference, since
the parameters of other pilots are evaluated with respect to this
time reference. In addition, a MS is normally required to align
its uplink transmissions to within 1 s of this time reference,
except when the reference pilot changes.

The signal transmitted by the MS is transponded with re-
spect to the reference pilot. Therefore, the reference BTS can
estimate the propagation time by noting the time difference be-
tween the BTS transmission time and the time the mobile signal
is received back at the BTS itself. This time difference is re-
ferred to as RTD. When soft-handoff is enabled the RTD can be
suitably combined with the information in the PSMM to obtain
the time difference estimate between the two (or more) BTSs

involved in soft-handoff.1 This estimation procedure enables
timing transfer between two (or more) BTSs. It can be better
understood looking at the timing diagram in Fig. 1. BTS(1) and
BTS(2) measure the round trip time intervals indicated with

and , respectively. We denote as and the
propagation time to the MS from BTS(1) and from BTS(2), re-
spectively. We also denote as the “dead” time within the MS,
i.e., the time between reception and transmission at the MS of
pilot 1. From the diagram in Fig. 1, we obtain the following set
of equations:

(1)

where is the time difference (offset) between the transmission
instants of pilot 1 and pilot 2, is the delay of pilot 2 received
at the mobile with respect to pilot 1, and is contained in the
PSMM. Therefore, the time offset is given by

(2)

Two remarks can now be useful. First, is independent of ,
so the time offset is unchanged if the round trip measure-
ments are delayed or anticipated by a constant quantity. Second,
the up-link transmission time is assumed to be identical to the
down-link transmission time. This condition is valid in all prac-
tical cases, and is important so that a systematic error does not
affect the measurement of .

B. Applicable Network Synchronization Concepts

Two different approaches are generally adopted for network
synchronization [6]. The first is a hierarchical strategy known
as master–slave synchronization (MSS). The second is a demo-
cratic strategy known as mutual synchronization (MUS). In a

1Actually the PSMM reports on all the pilots over a given threshold. This
includes pilots in the neighbor as well as other sets. However, only the pilots in
the active set can be used in the basic time transfer method because neighbor
cells do not measure RTD.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the assumed synchronization architecture—RTD (i), with
k = 1; 2 are the round trip delays, and�T is measured at theith mobile
terminal and is inserted in the PSMM to be broadcast to all visible BTSs.

MSS approach, the clocks are all locked in phase and/or in fre-
quency to a network master clock. The master clock must be
highly accurate and reliable. In a MUS approach, there are no
master clocks, and the network is partially or fully connected.
Each individual clock adjusts its time so as to reduce the time
offset between itself and a weighted average of the nearby, or
all, other clocks.

For the purpose of our study, we now introduce a reference
centralized network architecture that can be conveniently used
to implement both the MSS and the MUS strategies based on
the time offset measurements obtained with the time transfer
technique described above.

We consider a certain number of BTSs connected to the same
mobile switching center (MSC). The MSC collects both ,
and , for any mobiles in soft-handoff and for any
pairs of BTSs involved in each soft-handoff procedure. Then,
the MSC performs time offset calculations for each pair of BTSs
in its set.

Fig. 2 shows the architecture assumed for the purpose of our
study. For simplicity, synchronization between BTSs belonging
to different MSCs is not considered. In fact, we assume that no
soft-handoff can take place between pairs of such BTSs. The
problem of synchronization between BTSs belonging to dif-
ferent MSCs entails transfer of data between different MSCs.
Therefore, we are only concerned here with the problem of pro-
viding synchronization within the set of BTSs associated to the
same MSC.

III. SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUE

In this section, we first introduce the clock models used in
the rest of the paper, then, we provide one synchronization al-
gorithm operating on the basis of the time offset measurements
given in (2). Then, we analyze the characteristics of the mea-
surement sample, along with those of noise and jitter.

A. Clock Models

Now we turn our attention to the clock parameters that should
be extracted from the received time offset samples. To this aim
we introduce a model to describe the clock of each BTS. We
consider the normalized timing process of the clock [6] at the
th BTS. It can be modeled as

(3)

where is the number of BTSs, is the “free running”
term, and is the control signal used to correct the clock.
In our case, the MSC provides the control signals to each BTS.
The free running term is usually expressed as

(4)

where is the initial phase, is the normalized frequency
error, is the normalized frequency drift, and is the phase
noise term. Normalization is made with respect to the nominal
frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) that is as-
sumed to be the same for all BTSs. For the following derivations
the value of the nominal frequency is not important, and we as-
sume that the nominal frequency is unitary. Therefore, in the
following, we can simply refer to as the frequency error.

Using (3) the time offset process between theth and th
BTSs can be modeled as

(5)

where

When the MSC evaluates the time offset between each pair of
BTSs, e.g., between BTS() and BTS( ), we obtain noisy sam-
ples of the random process , i.e.

noise (6)

Samples of are measured at each soft-handoff time, using
the technique in [4]. The noise term collects all possible effects,
including thermal noise, quantization noise, etc. For simplicity,
and without loss of generality, in the following we assume that

for .

B. Reference Clock Control Algorithm

The main objective of a generic BTS clock control algorithm
is to correct any timing phase differences and frequency errors,
i.e., , , for , while no attempts are done
toward estimation and correction of the phase noise terms.
If we neglect the presence of the correction term , the
parameters and completely characterize the noisy
time offset process . A clock control procedure based on
the measured time offset samples is now described. This algo-
rithm is sufficiently general and has been assumed as the refer-
ence one for the purposes of our study.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the control procedure at the MSC.

Given a set of samples ,2 with , and
an integer, we are requested to estimate , , and

. The estimated values, , , and , or suit-
able combination of them, can be simultaneously transmitted to
each BTS to perform phase, frequency and, possibly, frequency
drift corrections. In practice, a mean square first-order linear in-
terpolation can be used to extract the desired clock parameters,
i.e., we can select estimates , so that the quadratic
error functional

(7)

is minimum. The random variable in (7) indicates
the number of time offset samples measured in theth collection
interval.

Now, the purpose of each correction signal in BTS( )
is to alter the phase and the frequency of theth clock [e.g.,

, etc.]. So, after
clock correction the processes are characterized by up-
dated values and . Ideally, all updated values are
null for any and , so that the updated timing processes, ne-
glecting phase noise, are perfectly aligned at any BTSs.

The offset values and will be reestimated in the
following fitting procedure cycle, based on a new set of sam-
ples, , and so on. Fig. 3 illustrates the assumed clock
control procedure. The variable in Fig. 3 refers to the length
of the observation interval during which time offset samples
are collected. The estimation rate is a design parameter to
be selected according to the expected average soft-handoff fre-
quency, the degree of short and long term stability of the BTSs
clocks, and the accuracy needed to estimate the clock param-
eters. Additionally, the estimation rate could be changed when
steady-state conditions are reached. In Fig. 4, we illustrate the
architecture of the proposed discrete-time clock control strategy.
For simplicity of representation only time phase and frequency
error clock corrections are illustrated. The two filters with im-
pulse responses and are used to reduce noise
in the estimated parameters. The time dependence on theth
collection interval of the estimated clock parameters has been

2Sincet is the soft-handoff time between BTS(i) and BTS(k) it should be
indicated ast . For simplicity of notation, we omit the superscript in the rest
of the paper.

Fig. 4. Scheme of the clock control procedure at the MSC.

evidenced. The phase comparator in Fig. 4 processes the mea-
surements obtained with the technique in [4] and then calculates
the necessary clock parameters to perform clock corrections. In
Fig. 4, a control commands generation unit (CCGU) is used to
derive the suitable clock commands on the basis of the received
synchronization data.

In the MSS strategy, the MSC identifies a master BTS. For
instance, the BTS with the highest number of connections with
other BTSs can be selected. In a MSS strategy, phase and fre-
quency corrections for each BTS need to be calculated with re-
spect to the clock of the master BTS. Without loss of gener-
ality, we consider a case with four BTSs to better explain the
procedure. Base stations are identified as BTS(), with

, and we arbitrarily assume BTS(1) as the master sta-
tion. Let be the connection array between base stations, such
that if a soft-handoff can occur between BTS()
and BTS( ) and, otherwise, zero. In our example, we assume

an otherwise, zero.
If is sufficiently “well behaved” we can calculate ,
where , based on those frequency offset values di-
rectly available from measurements. In our example, we cannot
directly estimate from measurements, while we can di-
rectly extract and , therefore, we calculate as
follows:

The same approach is valid for evaluating where
, either directly or indirectly. All these data are trans-

mitted to the slave BTSs in the “correction” time interval (see
Fig. 3) and the VCO time phase, frequency of the controlled
BTS are correspondingly updated (see Fig. 4).

In the MUS approach described in [6]–[8], the clock correc-
tion signal for each BTS is obtained by averaging the time-con-
tinuous time offset signals measured between the selected BTS
and all the BTSs connected to it. If we use the model in (3)–(6)
and we neglect the presence of the control signals , and
noise, we have the averaged error signal

(8)
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where

The coefficients are given by

if BTS( ) is connected to BTS()

otherwise, and when
(9)

and is the number of BTSs connected to BTS(). Thus, in the
MUS case, the MSC calculates the estimated clock parameters

,and ,with ,and .
Then it sends to BTS() their averages over the number of BTSs
connected to BTS(). In the following, we describe and evaluate
some possible clock control algorithms that can be used with the
measurements provided by the technique in [4].

According to [4], we obtain a set of non uniformly spaced
time offset measurements for each pair of BTSs in the network.
Now we intend to define a clock synchronization strategy based
on uniformly time spaced quantities extracted from the non uni-
formly time spaced ones. A first method to build a uniformly
time-discrete model is to consider only one representative time
offset sample in each time interval. The simplest approach is
to calculate the average of the measured time offsets for each
collection interval

(10)

where is the number of measured time differences
between BTS() and BTS( ) in the th collection

interval, and are the measurement times lying in the col-
lection interval . In the following, we illustrate
a clock control algorithm able to drive (10) around zero for
each pair of BTSs in the network.

C. Analysis of the Discrete-Time Model

Before deriving the clock control algorithm, in this section,
we provide some alternative expressions for the averaged
sample in (10).

Neglecting the measurement noise, we have

(11)

In the th collection interval , we measure
with and .

Substituting (11) into (10), we obtain

(12)

Writing with (12) can be
rewritten as

(13)

The random process can be
decomposed as the sum of its averageand a zero-mean random

Fig. 5. Averaged samples as a function of time in the absence of noise and
when a negative frequency error difference is considered.

term , i.e.,

(14)

The average is also calculated with respect to . Using
(14), we have

(15)

As (15) shows, a frequency error proportional to affects
. When are uniformly spaced in each collection

time interval (uniform sampling), is as in Fig. 5.
This figure shows that the time difference between BTS() and
BTS( ) increases by

(16)

in each collection interval. When needs to be selected, it is
necessary that for all the values of and where

is the maximum allowed time difference between each
pair of BTSs ( s is usually assumed). If is
known, an upper bound can be achieved for the maximum value
of to be selected in order to respect the tolerance specification.
The maximum value of is related to the quality of the
oscillators in the BTSs.

In the presence of measurement noise, (15) can be rewritten
as

(17)

where accounts for the measurement noise in the time
offset samples. It is given by

(18)

where is the noise in the time offset measured at. To a
first approximation, we assume that is a white zero-mean
process and it is only related to the quantization error. In this
case, conditioning on , the variance of is

(19)

where is the variance of the quantization noise. The average
standard deviation of measurement noise can be achieved aver-
aging (19) with respect to .
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Fig. 6. Scheme of the proposed clock control procedure based on discrete-time
phase locked loop (PLL).

D. Control Algorithms

In this section, we illustrate a synchronization algorithm to
drive the average time offset in (10) around zero for
each pair of BTSs in the network.

We consider a generic pair of BTSs in the network, say
BTS( ) and BTS( ), the latter being the controlled BTS. The
principle scheme of the proposed control procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. After time phase correction the clock signal of
the controlled BTS is

for (20)

where is the time phase correction term applied up to
time in the clock of the controlled BTS. Therefore, the time
offset between BTS() and BTS( ) is

(21)

The “phase comparator” in Fig. 6 performs time averaging of
the measured time offset samples and gives as output.
Using (17), the average time offset is

(22)

where we indicated . To drive
toward zero, we vary . The clock control pro-

cedure in Fig. 6 operates as follows. The time phase of the VCO
located in the controlled BTS is varied by a step proportional
to which is obtained at the output of the discrete-time
filter in Fig. 6. The process of varying the phase of the
VCO in the controlled BTS can be modeled with the numerical
VCO (NVCO) in the time-discrete scheme of Fig. 7, which is
obtained from the scheme in Fig. 6.

To obtain the scheme in Fig. 7, we assumed

(23)

The NVCO performs a discrete-time integration, i.e.,

(24)

Fig. 7. Discrete-time scheme of the proposed clock control procedure.

Thus, from (24) the NVCO transfer function is

(25)

where and denote the transforms of and
, respectively. To drive to zero, we need to select

the filter so that the loop transfer function

(26)

contains at least two zeros in (e.g., see [9] and [10]). We
indicated as the transforms of in (23).

Indicating with the transforms of we as-
sume:

(27)

The coefficients and need to be selected in order to have
a stable and a low noise loop [10].

The above procedure can be directly applied to the MSS case
to control each pair of BTSs in the network. The procedure can
also be used in the case of MUS, provided that the average time
sample is

(28)

where is the number of BTSs in the network and is given
in (9).

IV. RESULTS OF THEANALYSIS

In this section, we provide some results to illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed technique. First, some simulation
results are shown to evidence the convergence behavior of the
procedure. Then, some statistical parameters are reported. To
obtain the results illustrated in the following sections, we simu-
lated the normalized time phase processes in (20) for each BTS
in the network and the clock control procedure in Section III-D
was applied. Time differences between two handoff events were
assumed to be random with exponential statistic with handoff
frequency . Time differences were assumed to be statistically
independent. Finally, a uniform measurement noise with stan-
dard deviation ns was considered. This value was ob-
tained from the experiments described in [4].
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Fig. 8. Time difference between each pair of BTSs as a function of the
handover instants,H = H = 0:5,M = 6. (a) MSS case. (b) MUS case.

Simulation results were provided for both the MSS case and
the MUS case.

A. Simulation Results

We assume , an observation time
, and an average time between soft-handoff

s. Furthermore, the frequency errorsare
randomly generated in the interval for each
BTS( ). In Fig. 8(a) and (b), we illustrate the time difference
for each pair of BTSs in the network as a function of the
soft-handoff times. The MSS case and the MUS case have been
analyzed and BTSs in the network were considered.
In the MUS case, we always assume that the BTSs are fully
connected. This is not a limitation for the applicability of the
proposed control technique. The same initialization parameters
(frequency errors and initial time differences) were used in the
MSS case and in the MUS case.

Fig. 9. Time difference between each pair of BTSs as a function of the
handover instants,H = 0:2; H = 0:8. (a) MSS case. (b) MUS case.

In our examples, the plots cover 710 s (about one week).
This is a very long time, however, soft-handoff from a given
mobile generally happen fast than one per minute, and any given
BTS sees more than one mobile. This could reduce the pull-in
time by a factor of ten.

In Fig. 9(a) and (b), we illustrate the time difference behavior
for each pair of BTSs in the network as a function of the soft-
handoff times for BTSs and , .
BoththeMSScaseandtheMUScaseareconsidered.Asexpected,
convergence time also depends on the values ofand and
rapidlyincreasesif and areselectedsothatthelooptransfer
functionhasapolenear theunitcircle.Thus,proper (adaptive)se-
lectionof and canhelpinreducingthelongpull-intimethat
may be experienced in the case of low handoff frequency (such as
in rural areas served by macrocells with large radius).

Finally, to illustrate the effect of random term in (15) on
the selected closed loop clock control strategy, in Fig. 10(a) and
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Fig. 10. Averaged sample as a function of the time collection intervalH =

H = 0:5 MSS case. (a) With measurement noise. (b) No measurement noise.

(b), we show the average time sample measured at the output of
the phase comparator with and without measurement noise. The
MSS case was considered and BTSs. From Fig. 10, it
can be observed that even in the absence of measurement noise
the average sample still shows very small oscillations about
zero. As expected, from simulation it was further observed that
in the absence of measurement noise, residual oscillations com-
pletely disappear when uniformly spaced time sample measure-
ments are taken.

A similar behavior was observed in the MUS case.

B. Statistical Results

In Fig. 11, we provide the standard deviation of the sequence
at the output of the phase comparator in Fig. 6. To obtain the
standard deviation in Fig. 11 a Monte Carlo simulation was per-
formed. At each iteration the initial time phases and the fre-

Fig. 11. Standard deviation of the sequence at the output of the
phase comparator as a function of the number of BTSs in the network,
H = H = 0:5, MSS case and MUS case.

quency errors for each BTS were randomly generated and we
evaluated the variance of the sequence at the output of the phase
comparator in steady state conditions. Standard deviation was
obtained as the square root of the mean variance. As expected,
in the MSS case the standard deviation does not change with the
number of BTSs in the network. On the contrary, due to the av-
eraging effect, in the MUS case the standard deviation rapidly
decreases with the number of BTSs.

Finally, we observe that the proposed algorithm is not able to
compensate for the time phase offset due to in each col-
lection time interval. This is not significant if the collection time
interval is selected so that the condition is ful-
filled. When is such that , to a first attempt
we can lower . In this case, the average number of available
time offset measurements may be considerably reduced and es-
timated parameters may be affected by large errors. A first al-
ternative, not reasonably implemented, is to update the clocks
whenever there are measurements. This would makea vari-
able. Keeping constant is maybe the right choice, and adap-
tively reducing it may be desirable. In this case, when timing
data are not available, i.e., , or is too small
for the average time sample in (10) to have a low measurement
noise, no corrections are applied or a correction in the previous
step is first weighted and subsequently reapplied. Another alter-
native to varying , consists in estimating and to suitably
correct the frequency error at each BTS. In this case, we need
to resort to the algorithm in Section III.

V. RELATED SYSTEM-LEVEL ISSUES

Some specific problems at system level may require addi-
tional investigations, to optimally implement a selected syn-
chronization strategy based on the time transfer technique in-
troduced in [4]. Three of them are now preliminarily discussed:
GPS avoidance, synchronization of BTSs inside buildings, tun-
nels, and subways and, finally, hybrid synchronization network
architectures.
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GPS avoidance was one main motivation for this study. As
stated in Section I, it would be desirable avoiding usage of ex-
ternal navigation systems. However, the proposed network syn-
chronization algorithms properly operate if the BTSs clocks
start in a quasi-synchronous state, i.e., if time offsets between
the BTSs do not exceed a threshold above which it may be diffi-
cult to perform soft-handoff. In addition, when the synchroniza-
tion procedure is started, it may be necessary to ensure that time
offset overshoots do not exceed a given threshold (e.g., 10s, or
so). In this case, BTSs cannot be considered synchronous and,
possibly, soft-handoff may not be enabled, too. Should the pro-
posed synchronization procedure be used as the basic synchro-
nization method for the network, a suitable method to drive the
BTSs toward steady-state need to be studied. Obviously, a pos-
sibility is to adopt a GPS receiver for a short time interval at each
start of network operations. However, by doing so autonomy of
the CDMA network with respect to GPS, as some network op-
erators request, is not achieved.

Assuming that at least one MS is always available (e.g., ap-
propriately located on purpose),3 a base station can force this
MS to transmit the PSMM, or equivalent message. This station
can now measure a RTD. However, to apply the time transfer
technique in [4], it is necessary that the same BTS asks for an-
other BTS in the active set of the MS to perform another RTD
measurement, and this would imply a preventive exchange of
information between both BTSs. Notice that if this procedure is
available, in principle the technique would be independent of the
soft-handoff frequency. Therefore, we can expect that GPS is no
longer needed, and that the network could be able to maintain
its synchronization, after an initial alignment procedure (oper-
ator assisted).

The second point to be discussed concerns BTSs located in
special conditions such as inside buildings, tunnels, and sub-
ways where CDMA networks can face difficulties in synchro-
nizing BTSs. In fact, in these cases it may be difficult to in-
stall GPS antennas. In principle, the time transfer technique of-
fers an effective means to solve this problem, conditioned on
the average soft-handoff frequency is sufficiently large (value
to be determined as a function of network conditions). The po-
sitioning of GPS antennas inside buildings is a topic of great
interest. However, it is out of the scope of the paper to illus-
trate the available market products that can be used to solve this
problem.

The third and last comment regards the synchronization ar-
chitecture of a large network (or, said differently, of a fully-
deployed network of BTSs). When the number of BTSs in-
volved in the network synchronization procedure is large, hybrid
MSS/MUS strategies could be preferred. The proposed algo-
rithms are sufficiently flexible to accommodate for hybrid syn-
chronization solutions. If a single MSC serves all the base sta-
tions under consideration, the first hybrid architecture that can
be easily implemented is composed of a principal set of mutu-
ally synchronized BTSs. To each MUS-synchronized base sta-
tion we can associate a subset of secondary BTSs. The clock of
each secondary BTS is, therefore, slaved to the (average) clock
of the mutually synchronized principal base stations set.

3This could be a function provided at a specific BTS, or at all of them.

A hybrid MSS/MUS architecture may be appropriate, as it
promises to combine the advantages of both the master–slave
and the MUS approaches. Additional considerations should be
made to establish criteria to apportion base stations between the
two sets of primary and secondary BTSs, ensuring both stability
and good steady-state performance. A stability analysis for both
the MSS and the MUS techniques has been reported in [11]. For
the hybrid network case, a more thorough consideration of net-
work performance in transient conditions may also be advisable.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our study aimed at evaluating performance of a time transfer
technique recently proposed in the literature [4]. This new tech-
nique relies upon autonomous means for time synchronization
of base stations clocks in a CDMA network, without need to
resorting, in principle, to external time references, such as the
GPS at any BTSs.

According to the technique in [4], the information contained
in mobile-generated messages, such as the PSMM, is com-
bined with round-trip delay measurements. By appropriate
processing, the time offset information between pairs of base
stations can be extracted. Both centralized and decentralized
algorithms can be used to reduce time misalignments between
different BTSs. In our study, we investigated on centralized
approaches performed at the MSC. Our investigations pointed
out that different network architecture configurations appear to
be feasible to implement a network synchronization procedure
based on the technique in [4]. The hierarchical MSS approach
and the democratic MUS approach have been considered here.
Both turn out to be applicable and provide suitable timing
performance.

In the present case, a main difference with respect to the MSS
and MUS architectures previously analyzed in the literature con-
sists of the randomness of timing data availability. This implied
the need to devise an appropriate analysis approach, and to re-
sort to computer simulation for performance evaluation.

The flexibility of the MSS and MUS procedures is another
important aspect to be considered. In fact, the CDMA network
can evolve and the number of BTSs can considerably increase
during its lifetime. From our studies, MUS performs better than
MSS but it is less flexible, especially if we need to insert an
additional BTS in the network. The computational complexity
of the MUS strategy is higher than that of MSS. However, due
to averaging performed in the MUS case, more accurate results
with respect to the MSS strategy can be achieved. In fact, when
the noise contributions on the measurements can be considered
statistically independent (as it is the case), averaging allows to
considerably reduce the power of the overall noise term.

Finally, the paper provided a preliminary discussion on some
related issues, such as GPS avoidance, synchronization of BTSs
inside buildings, tunnels, and subways, and hybrid MSS/MUS
network architecture configurations.

APPENDIX

JITTER ANALYSIS

The last term in (15) can be seen as a “jitter” with respect
to the time position . Its characteris-
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Fig. 12. (a) Simulated normalized first-order moment of the non uniform
samples noise and its upper bound. (b) Ratio between the upper bound on the
variance and the simulated variance.

tics depend on the handoff statistics. In general, the statistical
characterization of this term may be hardly achieved. Assuming
handoff statistics, in this section, we derive an upper bound on
the variance of the jitter term in (15) or in (17).

By definition, can be obtained as a cumulative sum of
random variables, i.e.,

(29)

and for simplicity, we consider that are independent and
identically distributed in each time interval .
For this reason in the following, we omit the dependence on.
We assume that are exponentially distributed, i.e.,

, and with the average time between two
soft-handoffs or, equivalently, two consecutive time difference

measurements. In this case, from simulation we conjectured that

(30)

Using (30), (17) can be rewritten as

(31)

Although it is not easy to calculate the first and second-order
moments of in (14), two simple upper bounds can be found
for the mean and the variance. In particular, for relatively large
values of , we have

(32)

and

(33)

To derive the two upper bounds in (32) and (33), we used (29)
and we expressed as

(34)

The random variables were assumed to be statistically inde-
pendent and unconstrained. To obtain (32) and (33) we further
assumed that is a Poisson random variable with average
value .

In Fig. 12(a) and (b), we show the first-order moment ob-
tained from simulation and from the upper bounds in (32) and
the ratio between the upper bound in (33) and the simulated vari-
ance. From Fig. 12(b), it can be noted that the upper bound in
(33) is always about four times larger than the simulated vari-
ance.
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